This paper uses a Finite Element Method (FEM) to compare predictions of the attenuation and sound speeds of acoustic modes in a fluid-filled pipe with those of the analytical model presented in the first paper in this series. It explains why, when the predictions of the earlier paper were compared with experimental data from a water-filled PMMA pipe, the uncertainties and agreement for attenuation data were worse than those for sound speed data. Having validated the FEM approach in this way, the versatility of FEM is thereafter demonstrated by modeling two practical applications which are beyond the analysis of the earlier paper. These applications model propagation in the mercury-filled steel pipework of the Spallation Neutron Source at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Tennessee), and in a long-standing design for acoustic sensors for use on planetary probes. The results show that strong coupling between the fluid and the solid walls means that erroneous interpretations are made of the data if they assume that the sound speed and attenuation in the fluid in the pipe are the same as those that would be measured in an infinite volume of identical fluid, assumptions which are common when such data have previously been interpreted.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic wave propagation in liquid-filled pipes has wide applications in the oil and water industries 1,2 (e.g., for leak detection), and for monitoring product and/or coolant in a range of industries (e.g., in the manufacture of foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, 3, 4 and domestic products such as paints, ceramics, etc. 5, 6 ). The first stages of this work 7, 8 provided an analytical model for predicting both the attenuation and sound speed in a liquid-filled pipe. This was done by extending into the complex domain the pioneering theory of Del Grosso, 9 who gave an exact solution for the axisymmetric modes using elasticity theory. In the low frequency regime for the particular case when the outside of the tube is surrounded by vacuum, Del Grosso's theory was experimentally verified by Lafleur and Shields 10 who measured the phase speeds of the axisymmetric modes inside water-filled PVC and aluminum tubes surrounded by air (quasi-vacuum but regarded as vacuum in the literature) and also presented the analytic solutions at the zero-frequency limit. Del Grosso's theory works well in many applications, but it only considers the real solution for the wave speed, and so cannot take into account attenuation caused by absorption. Later papers described losses in specific scenarios 2, 11, 12 (thin-walled pipes, low acoustic frequencies) and through a range of mechanisms (radiation into the surrounding medium, [13] [14] [15] dissipation through the addition of absorbent liners to the ducts, 16, 17 or viscous losses in liquid contained in a lossless pipe wall 18 ). However, the key assumptions inherent in these studies do not apply to the mercury-filled steel pipes of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), TN. This is because the sensors operate above the low-frequency limit, mercury has very high thermal conductivity among liquids (very low Prandtl number), and because the pipes cannot be considered thin-walled. Furthermore, the pipes are unlined, and they cannot radiate significantly into the surrounding medium (air). In the consequent absence of losses through liners, radiation or liquid viscosity, the acoustic attenuation is dominated by dissipation through thermal conduction in the liquid and coupling between the viscoelastic liquid and the elastic pipe walls. Such coupling was formulated in the previous paper. 7 It was validated against water-filled pipes, but not the nearly inviscid case of mercury-filled SNS pipes because of safety reasons. The current paper provides this missing validation using a Finite Element Method (FEM), which it then exploits to assess the performance of a proposed planetary acoustic sensor.
Many of the applications listed at the outset of this paper relate to the importance of measuring gas bubbles in pipelines 19, 20 or similar cylindrical bodies of liquid, 21, 22 and this series of papers aims to produce an acoustic method for doing this. First, however, the acoustic propagation in bubble-free conditions must be characterized to provide a baseline. The first paper 7 in this series showed good agreement between measured and predicted sound speed in the water-filled pipe, but validation of the predicted bubble-free attenuation was less certain because of the uncertainty in measuring the low attenuation seen in bubble-free conditions. This second paper simulates propagation in bubble-free conditions using FEM to provide a comparable exercise for the analytical model of the first paper 7, 8 that has less uncertainty than the experimental measurements. Moreover, the FEM is used to generate simulated experimental data in order to test the advantages and a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
tgl@soton.ac.uk disadvantages of the candidate methods for processing data. Furthermore, this paper shows how the simulation can be used to test scenarios in ways not previously possible. Two example scenarios are studied. The first scenario is for propagation in the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) Target Test Facility (TTF) pipework at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), TN. The requirement is to predict the sound speed and attenuation in the ORNL pipework, since the impact of the proton beam on the mercury not only generates neutrons but also produces shock waves which can cause cavitation erosion in the steel. The addition of small helium bubbles to the mercury would attenuate this shock wave, 23, 24 and the eventual goal of this project is to be able to predict acoustic propagation in steel pipes of bubbly and bubble-free mercury in order to predict this attenuation, and in order to use acoustic attenuation to monitor the bubble population. The straight-pipe geometry at ORNL is amendable to application of the analytical model of Baik et al. 7, 8 to predict the propagation, but the hazardous nature of the environment precludes the acquisition of appropriate experimental data by this team. The efficacy of the FEM in this case is to provide numerical data for this condition when experimental data would be too hazardous to obtain.
The second scenario is for propagation in an acoustical sensor that was proposed for use on Venus and has recently been suggested for use in the atmospheres of gas giants such as Jupiter (in both cases, the dense atmospheres can couple acoustically with the walls of the sensor pipe). In this case the pipe geometry is too complicated to be accessible by the model of Baik et al., 7, 8 and so it is the FEM approach which is used to predict the propagation.
The finite element method is a well-established approach for solving the problem of wave propagation in elastic materials. [25] [26] [27] There are two main models that can be used to solve the problem, a time-transient model and an alternative model based in the frequency domain. The timetransient model uses time-marching routines. It solves the equations of dynamic equilibrium and predicts the displacement as a function of time. Since very many temporal iterations are required in this model, the calculation is time expensive. In addition, it does not provide an easy access to input the frequency-dependent attenuation which is key to the scenarios of interest. The alternative approach decomposes the time domain problem into a number of steady state ones in the frequency domain. A time history can be obtained by post-processing the results using an inverse Fourier Transform. Initial studies confirmed the findings of earlier papers [28] [29] [30] that the frequency domain model has comparable accuracy, but greatly enhanced speed, compared to the time domain approach. Because of this and the ease with which it accounts for frequency-dependent attenuation, it is the option used here.
In Sec. II the basic equations for dynamic equilibrium in an elastic material are briefly introduced. In Sec. III, the Spallation Neutron Source, which is simplified to a liquid-filled elastic pipe, is investigated. The results are compared to theoretical and experimental studies. In Sec. IV, acoustic wave propagation in a planetary exploration sensor is numerically investigated. Section V provides the conclusions.
II. FORMALISM
The equations of dynamic equilibrium in an elastic material can be expressed as
where S * is displacement, c c and c s are the longitudinal velocity and transverse velocity, respectively:
where q is the density of the medium hosting the waves, and k and l are Lame constants.
In the liquid-filled solid-walled pipe, the sound field is assumed to be axisymmetric (while this is a convenient assumption, and in line with the model, 8 note that experimental data 7 in fact suggests the existence of non-axisymmetric modes). In axisymmetric conditions, all derivatives with respect to h vanish, including the displacement component in the h direction, the shear strain components e rh and e hz , and the shear stresses r rh and r hz . Using cylindrical coordinates and assuming that S (where u and w are radial and axial displacements, respectively, and x is the angular frequency), Eq. (1) can be decoupled as follows:
(3) Equation (3) states the partial differential equations (PDEs) that are to be considered in the current case of the liquid-filled pipe. In order to define the boundary conditions easily, expressions for the strain tensor E and stress tensor T, in axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates, are also given: Finite element software 31 is used in this study to solve the partial differential equations contained in Eq. (3). None of the models provided with the commercial software (COMSOL) are suitable for the case discussed here. Hence, the original PDE model is used. To use this model, Eq. (3) must be written into a regular form, which is pre-defined in the software, as
where C is the diffusion coefficient, a is the conservative flux convection coefficient, b is the convection coefficient, c is the conservative flux source term, a is the absorption coefficient, f is the source term, q is the boundary absorption coefficient, g is the boundary source term, and h and r are factors of the Dirichlet boundary condition. The term X is the considered domain with boundary @X, and n * ¼ ðn r ; n z Þ is the outward unit vector on @X. Within COMSOL, all the coefficients and terms in Eqs. (5), (6) , and (7) can be functions of spatial coordinates. For a two dimensional case, C is a 4 Â 4 matrix, a and b are 4 Â 2 matrices, c is a 4 Â 1 matrix, a, h and q are 2 Â 2 matrices, and, f , g and r are 2 Â 1 matrices.
Since the software only supports Cartesian coordinates for this PDE model, the terms introduced by cylindrical coordinates are also put into the parameters. The relevant parameters are expressed as 0 0 Àx 2 : (10) In both cases, the attenuation is introduced by making c c and c s complex-valued, as follows:
where c c and c s are the normalized longitudinal and shear absorption coefficients. Here, the transverse velocity and relevant absorption coefficient, for the liquid and gas investigated in this paper, were considered to be zero, because they are far smaller than the relevant longitudinal values. The complex velocity used here and the complex wave number defined by Baik et al. 7, 8 have the relationshipk ¼ x=c, which makes it possible to incorporate into the simulation the parameters used in the analytical model.
III. SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE
The pipeline from the SNS TTF is considered to have 12.82 cm internal diameter filled with mercury, and a stainless steel wall of 0.655 cm thickness. However, owing to the safety issues of working with mercury, the early experiments were carried out in a water-filled PMMA pipe. This is because the coupling between the liquid and the walls in a water-filled PMMA pipe is sufficiently similar to that found in the SNS TTF pipelines to show similar modal structures and wavespeeds. 7 (As shown in Table I , the ratio between the compressional wave characteristic acoustic impedances of water and PMMA differs from the equivalent mercury/ steel ratio by only about 5%.) Hence, the initial simulation is also conducted for a water-filled PMMA pipe (Fig. 1 ). In the numerical study, the PMMA pipe dimensions are as in the experiment (1.8 m long, with 4.445 cm inner radius and 0.5 cm wall thickness). A plane source is simulated at the bottom of the water column (z ¼ 0), giving a uniform specified displacement across the boundary in order to launch pulses (the z ¼ 0 base of the pipe walls is modeled to be fixed with no displacements there). The pulses propagate up the water column, and coupling occurs with the walls. The outer wall of the PMMA pipe (which is surrounded by air in the experiment) is set to be pressure-release in the simulation. The air/ water interface at the top of the water column (z ¼ 1.8 m) is pressure release, and leads to strong reflections. 7, 24 While the simulation can predict these reflections with ease, to produce a simpler picture for the illustrative cases shown here, a highly absorbing boundary (not present in the experiment) is placed at the top of the water column in the simulation to eliminate reflections from there which otherwise would make it more difficult for the reader to identify the modes in Figs. 3, 5, 7, and 11. Other input parameters are shown in Table I .
The modal wavespeeds across a range of frequencies can readily be identified by generating a wideband pulse at the source (Fig. 2) . Figure 3 shows a time history map of w, the predicted displacement in the axial (z) direction, at center positions of the pipe along the z axis. At least two propagation modes (marked as "a" and "b") can be recognized from The pattern in each mode shows that the signal is dispersive (the phase velocity depends on frequency, and the pulse duration increases during propagation, e.g., from $0.1 ms at z ¼ 0 to 0.3 ms at z ¼ 1.8 m).
The time histories at four example positions, z ¼ 0, 0.5, 1, and 1.5 m, are shown in Fig. 4 . At the z ¼ 0 m position, there is only one major pulse signal showing at around 0.1 ms. When this signal propagates to z ¼ 0.5 m, via different modes, it shows two major pulses (the first, labeled "a," arrives at $0.5 ms, and the second, labeled "b," arriving $0.3 ms later, the labels indicating correspondence with the modes labeled in Fig. 3 ). When the signal propagates to z ¼ 1 m, the signal corresponding to mode b is about 0.8 ms delayed from that of mode a. The signals in Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the characteristics of wave propagation inside the water-filled PMMA tube, but they are not appropriate for estimating the phase velocity or the attenuation, because these signals have a wide frequency band and they are dispersive. To highlight the propagation mode, a 2D Fourier Transform is applied to the data of Fig. 3 . It changes the z À t (displacement against time) domain signal to one in the k À x (wave number against angular frequency) domain. Since phase velocity is given by c ¼ x=k, this result can be easily transferred to a domain of phase velocity against wave number (the group velocity can then be obtained by Eq. ). A normalized result is shown in Fig. 5 . The x axis represents the product of the real part of the wave number in the liquid (k 1 ) and the inner radius of the pipe (b). The y axis represents the ratio of the phase velocity (C 0m ) to the speed of sound in the water (C W ). The experimental data from Baik et al. 7 are also plotted on the figure (using the mode labeling convention ET1, ET2, etc., described in the earlier paper), and the agreement between these and the simulation validates the latter. This is particularly so as it implies agreement of the simulation with both analytical model and experiment, since these last two were shown to agree in the earlier paper. 7 However, the comparison between the analytical model and experiment for attenuation did not show such precise agreement in the earlier paper 7 because of the large error bars in the experimental data ( Fig. 10 of Baik et al. 7 ), such that any comparison of the analytical model with the TABLE I. The densities and wave speeds that are used as input parameters for the simulations of Spallation Neutron Source pipelines (specific acoustic impedances for compressional waves, Z 0c (and, for solids, the equivalent for shear waves, Z 0s ) are also shown, though these are not input parameters 
FIG. 2. (Color online)
Waveform and spectrum of a typical impulse signal. Throughout this whole paper the constant for normalization relating to the "normalized acoustic pressure" is unchanged.
simulations of this paper is particularly important. To make this comparison, the phase spectrum (PS) method (described by Baik et al. 7 ) is used to extract from the numerical data the attenuation coefficient (which is the imaginary part of the complex wave number). The PS method compares signals collected from two positions along the pipe in the frequency domain. The speed of sound is then given by considering the phase difference between these two signals and the attenuation is given by considering the change of amplitude. However, one drawback of the PS method is that it adds the attenuation from all the modes at a particular frequency together. Therefore the result is actually a sum of the attenuation from all the modes, and the attenuation of each individual mode cannot be inferred unless the signals from the modes are themselves first separated. 7 To overcome this problem, a narrowband signal (quality factor, Q ¼ f 0 =Df , where f 0 is the center frequency and Df is the band width which equals 2 kHz here) is used as the pulse signal, and the length of pipe is extended to 10 m, which is long enough to separate the modes (with different propagation speeds) in time domain. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 6 shows the normalized attenuation for the ET1 and ET2 modes. Variables k 1 and Im[q 0m ] in the figure were introduced by Baik et al. 7 and retained here to ensure consistency across the papers in this series. The parameter k 1 is the real part of the wave number in the liquid, and Im[q 0m ] is the FIG . 5. (Color online) 2D spectrum with axis of normalized phase velocity against normalized wave number (the study was carried out in a water-filled PMMA pipe whose geometrical dimensions are shown in Fig. 1 ). Since the color scale value is the output of a 2D FFT of data such as that found in Fig. 2 , it shows (in dB) the "normalized acoustic pressure per Hz per meter," where 0 dB corresponds to the situation where the original output of 2D FFT equals 1 Hz À1 m À1 . Circles, triangles, squares, and crosses represent ET1, ET2, ET3, and ET4 modes, respectively. White symbols correspond to theoretical results and black symbols correspond to experimental results. Fig. 2 (the study was carried out in a water-filled PMMA pipe whose geometrical dimensions are shown in Fig. 1 ). Color scale shows the normalized acoustic pressure [as in Fig. 2 (a) Fig. 2(a) (the study was carried out in a water-filled PMMA pipe whose geometrical dimensions are shown in Fig. 1 ).
FIG. 6. (Color online)
Normalized attenuation plotted against k 1 b (the study was carried out in a water-filled PMMA pipe whose geometrical dimensions are shown in Fig. 1 ). Here Im[q 0m ] is the imaginary part of wave number which is used in Ref. 7 . The solid and dashed lines represent ET1 and ET2 modes, respectively, from the analytical model. The triangles and circles represent ET1 and ET2 modes from the simulation. imaginary part of the axial wave number, q 0m , where "0" refers to axisymmetric mode and "m" refers to the mode index. The ratio between Im[q 0m ] and k 1 is used here to quantify the attenuation of different modes (shown in the inset to Fig. 6 ). Small differences are caused by the limited accuracy in distinguishing modes in the time domain. Although the method works well for the simulated 10 m pipe, the 1.8 m pipe used in the experiments is insufficiently long to separate out the modes in the time domain. Baik et al.
7 used Prony's method to eliminate the overlap between modes, but the technique resulted in large error bars. This may not be such a problem in the eventual application of using the formulation of Baik et al. 7 and the FEM of this paper to model bubble-induced attenuation, since the values of the latter are so much higher than the values for the bubblefree case seen here, so that the proportional effects of uncertainties are decreased. If it does remain a problem, then the attenuation parameters will have to be extracted out from the k-x map by solving a nonlinear equation set using complex regularization.
From Fig. 3 to Fig. 6 , the simulation results have shown that the model developed by Baik et al. 7 can be used to predict the propagation modes and attenuation. The simulation will now be used to predict the wave propagation in a mercury-filled steel pipe where the experiment is very difficult to carry out. The 2D spectrum of Fig. 7 plots the normalized phase velocity against the normalized wave number for the steel pipe (wall thickness 0.655 cm) containing bubble-free mercury to an inner diameter of 12.82 cm. The spectrum highlights the propagation modes and shows agreement between the FEM and the model of Baik et al. 7 However, while the analytical model could be used to predict attenuation in bubble-free mercury-filled pipelines, 7 one limitation of the simulation is that it cannot do this, because the attenuation in bubble-free mercury-filled steel pipes is such that (Im[q 0m ]/k 1 ) is of the order 10 À8 (according to Fig. 12 in Ref. 7) , which is much smaller than the 10 À5 accuracy that the current simulation can give. When the attenuation of mercury in pipelines is increased by the addition of bubbles, this problem should be less, and future papers will examine this scenario. While the FEM approach therefore has limitations in some respects compared to the analytical model, it nevertheless offers advantages, such as the fact that it can readily be adapted to predict propagation in the specific geometry of the SNS TTF pipeline (Fig. 8) .
IV. ACOUSTIC PLANETARY EXPLORATION SENSOR
Despite the complementary and sometimes unique capabilities which acoustics affords for exploration on alien planets (Mars, 32, 33 Titan, [34] [35] [36] [37] Europa, 38,39 etc.), acoustical sensors have been far less supported than imaging systems for planetary probes, and have never succeeded in recording the soundscape of an alien atmosphere. [40] [41] [42] The CassiniHuygens mission was however extremely successful in measuring the sound speed and attenuation in Titan's atmosphere, 43 and indeed the first sensors for planetary probes were designed to measure similar properties. However, the historically low success rate of acoustical sensors raises the question of optimizing the design of sensors for alien worlds. Such design is a challenging task (including constraints in size, weight, power consumption, data transmission, and the requirement to survive transportation, radiation, etc.) even before acoustical considerations are raised. However, one problem with acoustical design is that the familiarity of using acoustical sources and sensors in Earth's atmosphere may cause subtle yet potent acoustical features to be overlooked when transposing systems that were designed, tested, and calibrated on Earth to other worlds. One example arises through atmospheric fluid loading, 44 which would increase the resonance frequency of a vibrator on Mars compared to an Earth-based calibration, but decrease it on Venus, differences which are important if, say, reductions in that frequency are interpreted as being caused by the minute accumulation of matter on a vibrating plate. 44, 45 The coupling issue discussed so far in this paper is usually small for gas-filled vessels on Earth, but in the dense atmosphere of other worlds, coupling may occur. 40, 44 The characteristic acoustic impedance of gas on Venus is about 60 times larger than air on Earth (Table II) . One of the earliest designs for an acoustic planetary exploration sensor is a device intended to investigate an alien atmosphere by measuring its speed of sound and acoustic impedance. Hanel and Strange 46, 47 proposed applying the well-developed Earthbased technique of measuring the speed of sound by comparing acoustic phase at two different positions along a pipe (which is principally the same as the phase spectrum method mentioned in Sec. III). To save space on a planetary probe, it was designed to be a spiral pipe. 46, 47 However, Leighton 44 recently demonstrated how application of familiar Earthbased acoustical techniques to dense extraterrestrial atmospheres, particularly when the transducers are placed within pipes, could generate significant fluid loading. This would affect, for example, the calibration of sensors and sources placed in those pipes. Questions were also raised regarding the effect of coupling on such devices. 40, 44 The current paper will show that the spiral pipe geometry is indeed prone to complications caused by coupling.
Since weight, space, ruggedness, and power consumption are key drivers in the design of planetary explorers, the use of strong light materials (which need to be physically and chemically robust for environments such as Venus) is paramount. The initial design 46, 47 for the spiral sensor proposed using aluminum for the walls, although today carbon fiber might be seen as a better choice for many environments. The sensor was initially proposed for Venus and its popularity remains current, with proposals to deploy it in future missions to the Jovian planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune). 48 When such techniques have been applied on Earth, the severe impedance mismatch between the construction material and the atmosphere have been assumed to prevent significant coupling, in which case the sound speed and attenuation measured in the pipe should be very similar to those of the bulk atmosphere. In the dense atmospheres of Venus or a gas giant, coupling will occur, and if the measurements are inverted using the propagation equations and physics/chemistry relationships developed for use in an infinite homogeneous body of gas, then the inferred values will be incorrect. In proposing the use of the spiral pipe for Venus, Hanel 47 writes: "The velocity of sound in a gas c is a function of T [temperature], M [molecular weight], and c [specific heat ratio], and is given by c 2 ¼ cRT=M, where R is the gas constant. This well-known relation has been used in the past in various techniques to measure the temperature [(T)] of Earth's atmosphere, where M and c were accurately known. It is proposed to reverse this method and bring a volume of the atmosphere of Venus into a thermostatically controlled tube where the temperature is known accurately and to determine M=c by measuring the velocity of sound through the medium in the tube." It should be noted that such ideal gas treatments would need to be corrected by use of a non-ideal Equation of State if the technique were to FIG. 8 . (Color online) Still (at t ¼ 2.5 ms) taken from a movie simulating the propagation of an acoustic pulse in ORNL's SNS Target Test Facility (TTF). As in the simulation, the SNS TTF pipeline consists of a target section (the chamber at the left of the simulation, where the proton beam impacts the mercury). Mercury is pumped into the target section through the two outer pipelines (each of which contains an offset bend to raise the level of the mercury by 23 inches to the height of the target section). The return flow is via the central pipeline. In the existing test loop, the return pipe also contains an offset bend matching those on the inflow pipes. This particular simulation was undertaken to test the possibility of keeping the return flow at the height of the target section in order to facilitate propagation of acoustic pulses along the return pipe toward the target section, in order to measure the bubble population there (the topic of a future paper). See supplementary material in Ref. 55 for a movie of this simulation. It can also be found at the web page http://www.isvr.soton.ac.uk/fdag/PIPE_-DEMO/index.htm (last viewed 23 March 2011).
TABLE II. The densities and wave speeds that are used as input parameters for the simulations of an acoustic planet sensor (specific acoustic impedances for compressional waves (and, for solids, the equivalent for shear waves) are also shown for the isotropic materials, though these are not input parameters).
Air on the Earth
Gas on Venus Steel Aluminum Carbon fiber be applied to high pressure atmospheres found at ground level on Venus and Titan, and those which a probe might encounter in exploration of the gas giants. 49, 50 Departures from a continuum model should be considered if the Knudsen number is high. ) and its speed of sound is greater ($410 m/s on Venus and $340 m/s on the Earth). The increased density and sound speed of the ground-level atmosphere of Venus give it a specific acoustic impedance (2.67 Â 10 4 Pa Á s/m) that is a 60 times larger than that found on Earth (438.6 Pa Á s/m), and hence there is greater potential for coupling to the materials from which the probe is constructed. Here, a simulation is carried out to show that a sensor calibrated on the Earth may not work appropriately on Venus unless such coupling is accounted for, i.e., if the propagation measurements are interpreted as being characteristic of the bulk atmosphere outside of the probe sensor.
Two sensor shapes are investigated in the simulation. One is a straight pipe which is similar as the one shown in Fig. 1 but of different size (2 m long, with 1 cm inner diameter and 1 cm wall thickness) and material (steel, aluminum, and carbon fiber). While this is a less convenient shape for a planetary probe than is the spiral (the second geometry used, with a gas channel 2 m in length; Fig. 9 ), the straight pipe does provide a useful comparison.
Three different kinds of material are considered for the construction of the straight pipe, including steel, aluminum and carbon fiber. The parameters for steel and aluminum in a 2D Cartesian space have been given in Eq. (10). However, they are more complicated for carbon fiber which is an anisotropic viscoelastic material. 54 To simplify the parameters used for the carbon fiber simulations, the propagation of the acoustic wave is assumed to be within a plate where the plane of propagation is symmetric, with the x direction perpendicular to the plate and the y direction parallel to the direction of fibers. Since only two dimensions are considered, the component on the relevant z direction is 0. The strain tensor E and the stress tensor T can then be simplified as 
where c 11 , c 12 , c 22 , c 66 are complex viscoelaticity moduli introduced by Hosten et al. [28] [29] [30] The parameter C defined in (5) should in such cases be changed to 
The input parameters are shown in Table II . Figure 10 shows the simulation results of phase velocity in a straight pipe. Here the frequency band is from 2 kHz to 14 kHz, which ensures that (1) the length of the sensor is larger than at least eight wavelengths of the signal, and (2) the frequency is less than the theoretical cut-off frequency that the first higher-order mode would have in an idealized rigid-walled pipe of the same dimensions for the groundlevel atmospheres of Earth (17 kHz) and Venus (20 kHz) (this ensures that the received data are not complicated by modes other than the lowest one modeled, which would be a sensible precaution in an experimental probe). On the Earth, the coupling between air and the sensor walls is very weak, and so the measurement from Fig. 10 would give a result of around 340 m/s for the straight pipe, in agreement with the value for the bulk atmosphere on Earth which was input into the simulation. However, when the sensor is used on Venus, only the steel pipe gives results resembling those from an idealized rigid boundary: it measures a sound speed for the gas in the pipe which differs from that of the bulk atmosphere by less than 2.5%. Such a percentage change might be considered small in some circumstances, although this degree of coupling to a steel pipe would cause tuning problems if this straight pipe were part of a tuned system (such as a mass sensor 45 or sound source/receiver [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] ). The coupling problems are much greater if, instead of steel, carbon fiber or aluminum were used. Both aluminum and carbon fiber pipes show dispersion in the straight pipe, because the coupling between sensor wall and gas inside changes the propagation mode of the acoustic wave. The corresponding 2D spectra are shown in Fig. 11 to highlight the propagation mode in [ Fig. 11(a) ] aluminum and [ Fig. 11(b) ] carbon fiber straight pipes, respectively. Figure 12(a) shows the results for a spiral pipe having the dimensions shown in Fig. 9 . Two kinds of material, steel and aluminum, are investigated (the anisotropy of carbon fiber precludes its inclusion in this geometry with current computational facilities, although extrapolation from the straight pipe example suggests significant effects from coupling). Since the wall of the spiral pipe is influenced by the gas on both sides (it is similar to a multi-layer sandwich structure excited by signals with different phases) their coupling is very complicated. A snapshot of the sound field at 0.2 ms after a pulse signal was generated at the source end of the gas column is also shown in Fig. 9 . At this time, the original wave front that traveled through the gas column has just reached position "A." However, some energy has propagated though the solid walls of the spiral (the hatched areas) to "B." The coupling between gas and solid has allowed energy to bypass the through-gas propagation path between A and B (which is as yet unperturbed). In this way, acoustic energy has traveled through the wall to couple the two gas layers which "sandwich" that portion of wall. Despite the complexity of the sound field inside, Fig. 12(a) shows that use of the phase spectrum method 7 (Sec. III) to obtain the phase velocity indicates that the spiral pipe gives a very similar result to that observed in the straight pipe if the wall is an idealized rigid boundary. However, when coupling occurs [shown in Fig. 12 (a) for steel and aluminum pipes], the sound speed measured in the pipe on both Earth and Venus differs significantly from the value that would be observed in an infinite 3D volume of atmosphere, or which would be predicted for a pipe with rigid walls.
While such acoustical sensors were initially proposed for measuring sound speeds, their layout would at first sight appear to be amenable to take attenuation data, and indeed this has been proposed in order to obtain the density of gas and the acoustic impedance through insertion loss. 46, 48 Certainly, the atmospheric composition and conditions could be inferred from data on the acoustic absorption that occurs in the bulk atmosphere 32, 52, 53 (i.e., outside of the tube). Given however that Figs. 10, 11, and 12(a) showed that the sound speed of the gas in the pipes (straight and spiral) will differ from that in the bulk atmosphere (and earlier papers showed that the transducer resonance in the pipe will differ from that in the bulk atmosphere 44 ), the question must be asked as to whether measured attenuations in the pipe can really be taken as representative of those in the bulk atmosphere. Figure 12 (b) plots the attenuation coefficient taken by averaging the data from 500 microphones that are equally spaced on axis along the length of the tube (it is assumed in the simulation that they do not themselves attenuate the propagation). This number is probably unaffordable, but such averaging is required to obtain good data in the simulations for Venus conducted here, and it is possible that unacceptable scatter might occur with the use of only two fixed microphones (as with the proposition by Hanel and Strange that "Sound absorption is derived from the amplitudes of both microphones," although it is noted that the data were acceptable for the laboratory tests they conducted on Earth). Figure 12(b) shows that the simulated attenuation coefficient measured along the axis of a straight pipe (open circles) matches that of the bulk atmosphere 53 (solid line). However, the attenuation measured in the spiral pipe (asterisk symbols) differs greatly from that in the bulk atmosphere, because the walls will couple together adjacent gas layers in the spiral: not only does the presence of modes cause the sound speed and attenuation to differ from that found in the bulk gas, but propagation through non-rigid walls provides the signal with a "short-cut" so that it can miss out lengths of the fluid column and so not incur the travel time delay and absorption which would occur had it propagated entirely through the gas column. [The choice of aluminum for the pipe walls is illustrative only and does not imply this would be suitable for Venus' acidic atmosphere; the attenuation coefficient in Al is 0.1% that of the gas, and so is neglected (Table II) ].
Therefore, if propagation within a vessel or pipe is to be used to determine gas properties through inversion of acoustic sound speed and attenuation, then if that inversion assumes propagation conditions in the free field, such an inversion could generate misleading results if the gas in question couples to the walls. The effect is enhanced for certain geometries (here, it was greater in the spiral pipe than the straight one). The effect is also greater for those materials where coupling is great, and the drive to reduce weight and save space in probes favors use of those sorts of materials and geometries. Choice of the excitation frequency can enhance or reduce the effects, and such choice (and corrections for coupling) can be undertaken using the approach outlined in this paper.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a finite element method numerical study of acoustic wave propagation in liquid-filled viscoelastic pipes is conducted. Compared to theoretical and experimental studies, the numerical method provides an easy and reliable way to predict both propagation modes and attenuation in a liquid-filled pipe. Two particular applications are investigated in this paper. First, the pipeline system of the Spallation Neutron Source is simulated as a liquid-filled solid pipe. The results show agreements with the model developed by Baik et al. 7 Second, an acoustic planetary exploration sensor is investigated. Results show that, if coupling between pipe walls and gas inside is considered, a sensor calibrated on the Earth may not work appropriately on another planet, and this is illustrated using the example of a long-standing instrument designed for Venus and currently under consideration for the Jovian planets. The sound speed and attenuation measured even for Earth's atmosphere may not match those for an infinite 3D volume of gas for certain sensor geometries (e.g., a spiral pipe). The imperative to use lightweight materials and compact geometries in planetary probes will tend to exacerbate this effect. This coupling issue adds a second complication (the first being fluid loading 44 ) to the use of pipe geometries for acoustical systems in dense atmospheres.
